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the temporal prediction of reward
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Many behaviors are affected by rewards, undergoing long-term changes when rewards are different
than predicted but remaining unchanged when rewards occur exactly as predicted. The discrepancy
between reward occurrence and reward prediction is termed an ‘error in reward prediction’.
Dopamine neurons in the substantia nigra and the ventral tegmental area are believed to be
involved in reward-dependent behaviors. Consistent with this role, they are activated by rewards,
and because they are activated more strongly by unpredicted than by predicted rewards they may
play a role in learning. The present study investigated whether monkey dopamine neurons code an
error in reward prediction during the course of learning. Dopamine neuron responses reflected the
changes in reward prediction during individual learning episodes; dopamine neurons were activated
by rewards during early trials, when errors were frequent and rewards unpredictable, but activation
was progressively reduced as performance was consolidated and rewards became more predictable.
These neurons were also activated when rewards occurred at unpredicted times and were depressed
when rewards were omitted at the predicted times. Thus, dopamine neurons code errors in the prediction of both the occurrence and the time of rewards. In this respect, their responses resemble the
teaching signals that have been employed in particularly efficient computational learning models.

Current theories view learning as the acquisition of specific predictions1–4. Humans and animals learn to predict the outcomes of their
behavior, including rewards. Learning depends on the extent to
which these outcomes are different than predicted, being governed
by the discrepancy or ‘error’ between outcome and prediction. Outcomes that affect learning in this way are termed ‘reinforcers’. Learning proceeds when outcomes occur that are not fully predicted, then
slows down as outcomes become increasingly predicted and ends
when outcomes are fully predicted. By contrast, behavior undergoes
extinction when a predicted outcome fails to occur. (In the laboratory, predictions may fail either because the subject made an error or
because the experimenter withholds the reward for correct behavior.) Recent learning algorithms employ errors in the prediction of
outcome as teaching signals for changing synaptic weights in neuronal networks5. In these models, an unpredicted outcome leads to
a positive signal, a predicted outcome to zero signal and the absence
of a predicted outcome to a negative signal. The most efficient models capitalize on the observation that a key component of predictions concerns the exact time of reinforcement6,7. Their teaching
signals use errors in the temporal prediction of reinforcement and
compute the prediction error over consecutive time steps in individual trials (‘temporal difference’ algorithm8). Thus, teaching signals
come to report progressively earlier reinforcement-related events
and thus predict the outcome rather than simply reporting that it
has occurred. They are particularly efficient for learning, as they can
influence the behavioral reaction before it is executed. Reinforcement models that use predictive teaching signals can learn a wide
variety of behavioral tasks, from balancing a pole on a cart wheel9
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to playing world-class backgammon10. It is therefore of interest to
determine whether real nervous systems might process rewards in
a similar manner during learning.
Results from lesioning and psychopharmacological experiments
indicate a role of dopamine systems in behavior driven by rewards
and in reward-based learning12–14. We have studied the neural
mechanisms underlying this role of dopamine in monkeys and have
previously reported that midbrain dopamine neurons show
responses to food and liquid rewards that depend on their predictability15,16. The present study investigated whether these
responses could have the formal characteristics of teaching signals.
We found that the magnitude of dopamine responses to a juice
reward reflected the degree of reward predictability during individual learning episodes. An unexpected reward evoked a strong
response in dopamine neurons. As the monkeys’ performance
improved (i.e. as they learned to predict which response would trigger a reward), the neuronal response to the reward progressively
decreased. Moreover, by varying the timing of reward, we found
that dopamine neurons signal not only its occurrence but also its
timing relative to expectations. Thus dopamine neurons seem to
track the reward prediction error and emit a signal that has all the
typical characteristics of a positive reinforcing signal for learning.

Results
Dopamine neurons in pars compacta of the substantia nigra and
the ventral tegmental area were studied while monkeys learned to
associate visual stimuli with liquid reward. Dopamine neurons
in these two different midbrain groups showed similar responsnature neuroscience • volume 1 no 4 • august 1998
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Fig. 1. The discrimination learning task. (a) Animals released a
resting key when a pair of pictures appeared, touched the lever
below the rewarded picture and received a drop of liquid.
(b) Pictures used in the task. The same pair of two fractal pictures
was used in all familiar trials (top). A new pair of two pictures was
used in each block of learning trials (middle and bottom).

es and are therefore not distinguished in this report. We first tested 211 dopamine neurons during the learning of a visual-discrimination task. Animals were simultaneously presented with
two pictures. If they touched a lever below one of the pictures,
they received a drop of liquid, whereas the other picture was not
rewarded (Fig. 1). During the initial presentations, 75% of
dopamine neurons were activated when the reward occurred,
comparable to other learning situations15,17,18. The same two pictures were presented repeatedly (varying randomly between left
and right positions), and as the task was learned, the reward gradually ceased to activate dopamine neurons; instead, these neurons became responsive to presentation of the reward-predicting
pictures, consistent with previous findings15,17.
We then studied the reward responses of individual dopamine
neurons during complete learning episodes. For each new
Fig. 2. Learning curves. Performance increased rapidly over
successive trials with each pair of novel pictures but was stable with the familiar pictures. Percentage correct is calculated
using the number of trials required to attain each two correct
trials. Arrow indicates the mean number of trials required to
reach the behavioral criterion for learning (second correct
trial of first series of four consecutive correct trials). Data are
means from 54 familiar and learning blocks in which 20 or
more correct trials were performed and dopamine neurons
were recorded (45 blocks) or only learning was studied (9
blocks). Each of the 54 blocks used a novel picture pair. Bars
show standard errors and are not visible for familiar trial data
because of their small size (0–1%).
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episode, a novel pair of pictures was presented, whereas all other
task components remained unchanged. Animals learned by trial
and error to associate one of the novel pictures with reward. A
learning criterion served to indicate the deviation from chance
performance; this was defined as the second correct response in
the first series of four consecutive correct responses. The learning
criterion corresponded to the loss of chance performance and
was reached on average after 12 trials, 5 of them being correctly
performed (Fig. 2; see also Fig. 5a). The frequent errors during
the initial learning period indicate that the pictures themselves
did not contain any unintended predictive information.
Dopamine neurons showed strong activation (increase in
firing rate) in response to unpredicted free liquid delivered
outside the task (45 of 61 neurons, 74%), consistent with previous findings15 (Fig. 3b). Strikingly, many neurons in the present study (33 of 66, 50%) were also activated by the reward
during initial learning trials (Fig. 3). By contrast, reward activations were rare in trials with familiar pictures (8 of the 66
neurons, 12%) (p < 0.0001, ANOVA on magnitudes in initial
ten free-liquid, learning and familiar trials; all three situations
p < 0.05, Fisher test). Most neurons also showed activations
following the novel pictures (not shown), resembling novelty responses and response generalization from learned,
reward-predicting stimuli observed previously17–22.
During individual learning episodes, each responding neuron progressively lost its reward activation after the criterion
was attained, and activations approached the low levels typical for familiar trials. The rate of decrease in responsiveness
was related to the duration of the learning period before criterion. Some stimulus pairs were learned more quickly than
others; in cases where only a few trials were required to reach
criterion, reward-related activations decreased rapidly (Fig. 3a
and b), whereas in cases where learning occurred more slowly
(Fig. 3c), reward responses persisted even after tens of trials.
In the population of 66 dopamine neurons, mean activations
following reward delivery increased nearly threefold in the first
two trials with novel pictures (193% above background) and
declined rapidly afterwards (to 90–110% above background),
thus mirroring the learning curve of Fig. 2. Similarly, when
results were analyzed with reference to criterion, reward activations were highest in the trials before the animal reached criterion (i.e. when the error rate was highest) and declined
gradually thereafter (Figs 4 and 5). Differences were significant for learning versus familiar performance (Fig. 5b) and, in
particular, for trials prior to reaching criterion versus subsequent learning blocks (Fig. 5b). This was also found when the
learning criterion was redefined as the fourth correct response
in the first series of four consecutive correct trials, which was
attained after a mean of seven correct trials. Thus, the observed
effect seems to be robust with
respect to the criterion chosen.
The relation to reward prediction
became further evident when the
predicted reward failed to occur
because of behavioral errors (Fig. 6a).
Activity was significantly depressed
in 70% of neurons (28 of 40) that
were recorded during at least six error
Familiar
trials during learning. Depressions
Learning
began at 99 ± 29 ms after reward
would have been delivered upon correct behavioral response and lasted
Correct trials
401 ± 36 ms (mean ± standard
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Fig. 3. Reward responses of
b Free liquid
a Learning
c Learning
three dopamine neurons
(a–c) during learning of pairs
of novel pictures. Reward
responses decreased after the
Learning
learning criterion (second of
four correct responses) was
reached (arrowhead). The
Familiar
panels (a), (b) and (c) show
activity during fast, medium
and slow learning episodes, in
Familiar
which criterion was reached
after 2, 6 and 16 correct trials
Reward
respectively. The bottom panFamiliar
els in each case show the
absence of response to a predicted reward in blocks of triReward
als with familiar pictures. The
top panel in (b) shows the
Reward
response to a free reward
outside the context of the
task. The response lever is touched at 1.0 s before reward was delivered (-1 s), except in free liquid trials. Dots denote neuronal impulses,
aligned to the electric pulse that opened the liquid reward valve (center vertical lines). Individual lines represent consecutive correct trials in
sequence from top to bottom. Error trials are omitted.

error). This decrease in firing suggests that the neurons signal
the (negative) discrepancy between reward occurrence and reward
prediction. The depression occurred at the exact time of habitual reward, suggesting that the prediction to which the neurons
respond is specific with respect to the timing of the reward. In
order to investigate this, we changed the time of reward delivery,
using the familiar pictures to provide stable predictions over consecutive trials. The reward was normally delivered 1.0 s after a
correct lever touch and did not lead to a change in firing rate.
When reward was suddenly delayed by 0.5 s, i.e. 1.5 s after the
lever touch, however, dopamine neurons exhibited significant
depressions at the usual time of reward (9 of 14 neurons) and in

Fig. 4. Changes of average
population response (54 neurons tested) to reward during
learning. Trials with familiar
pictures are also shown for
comparison.
Note
the
absence of response to
reward with familiar pictures,
strong activations during initial learning trials before
reaching the criterion and
progressive decrease after the
criterion. Learning data are
from episodes with at least 20
correct trials. Average population activity is shown for the
first five trials (familiar pictures, top panel), for the total
set of correct trials before
criterion (second panel) or
for sets of 5 consecutive correct trials at different stages
(first to fifth, sixth to tenth,
etc.) after criterion was
reached (bottom four panels).
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addition were activated by reward at the new time (8 of the 14
neurons) (Fig. 6b). When reward was delivered at 0.5 s earlier
than usual, i.e. 0.5 s after lever touch, dopamine neurons were
activated by reward at that time, but showed no depression at
the usual time of reward (6 of 8 neurons).

Discussion
The activations of individual dopamine neurons by reward were
inversely related to the progress of learning in a given learning
episode, progressively decreasing as stimuli were learned and
vanishing as performance was consolidated. The rapid change
of responsiveness to reward observed in these discrete learning
episodes indicates that dopamine neurons have a
considerable degree of flexibility. Learning curves
reflect the degree of reinforcer unpredictability1–4, and dopamine neuron activations seem to
reflect this, by encoding the unpredictability of
reward occurrence and tracking its decrease as
learning progresses. The progressive decrease in
responsiveness suggests that dopamine neurons
may also code reward unpredictability in a quantitative way. Consistent with this possibility, we
observed that reward activations during early trials in individual learning episodes were not as
great as responses to unpredicted free liquid; this
may reflect the partial (50%) reward prediction
inherent in the repeated two-choice learning situation. The activations by unpredicted free liquid
that was given independent of the task suggest
that unpredicted rewards are reported irrespective of learning context.
The results from reward omission at predicted times suggest that the predictions influencing dopamine neurons include not only the
occurrence but also the time of reward.
Dopamine neurons show a positive response
(activation) when a reward is not predicted or
when it occurs at an unpredicted time, they
imp/s
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Fig. 5. Comparison between
progress of learning and neuronal
responses to reward. (a) Behavioral
performance, at chance during the
initial learning period before reaching
criterion and improving rapidly after
criterion is reached. (b) Responses
of dopamine neurons during the same
sessions. Firing rate is expressed as a
percentage increase over baseline
activity for the same neuron (thus,
200% represents 3 x baseline firing),
and is averaged for 54 neurons during
the time interval 130–220 ms after
reward. In (a) and (b), differences
were significant between blocks of
five consecutive correct trials at
p < 0.025, ANOVA before criterion
versus subsequent blocks; * p < 0.05
familiar versus all learning blocks,
post-hoc Fisher test; + p < 0.05 learning before criterion versus all subsequent blocks.
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Percnet
reward responses

Percent error trials

coding of temporal prediction errors may
apply to both unconditioned and conditioned
appetitive events. Dopamine neurons therefore seem to be sensitive and flexible detectors of errors in reward prediction, signaling
not that an appetitive outcome has occurred
but that this outcome is different than predicted at this exact moment. Moreover, this
signal is updated very rapidly in response to
b
changing expectations and reward occurrence. This computation is presumably the
result of synaptic inputs to dopamine neurons, possibly from the striatum23.
The temporal aspects of predictions
reflected in dopamine responses correspond
well to the temporal components of predictions observed in animal learning experiments6,7. Dopamine responses show several
essential characteristics of teaching signals of
temporal-difference models of learning23–26.
After criterion
They are increased when the primary reinforcement is unpredicted, they are also
Learning
increased in response to secondary reinforcers
that become associated with the primary
reward as a result of learning, and they are
reduced when a predicted reinforcement fails to occur. The
are uninfluenced when rewards occur at a predicted time, and
potential influence of dopamine on synaptic plasticity27–29
they display a negative response (depression) when a reward
fails to occur at the predicted time, unless the reward has
would allow the dopamine neurons of the substantia nigra
already been delivered earlier than the predicted time. Like
and ventral tegmental area to provide a teaching signal for
rewards themselves, a conditioned stimulus that has been assomodifying synaptic transmission in the striatum and frontal
ciated with reward will evoke a response, provided that its
cortex. This may constitute a neuronal mechanism contributoccurrence is unpredicted. No response occurs, however, if
ing to the well established role of dopamine in reward-driven
the conditioned stimulus is predicted18. This suggests that the
behavior and in appetitive learning 12–14.

b
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Reward or
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Lever touch
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Fig. 6. Responses of dopamine neurons related to errors in the temporal prediction of reward. (a) Comparison of correct and error trials,
showing effect of behaviorally determined reward occurrence. Correct learning trials lead to reward and to neuronal activation (top panel).
Behavioral errors lead to reward omission and induce a depression in the same dopamine neuron at the time that reward is normally given (bottom panel). Activity in error trials is aligned to lever touch, which in correct trials would be followed after 1.0 s by reward. (b) Effects of reward
timing during familiar trials. Following a correct response, the reward was delivered after 1.0 s (as expected), 1.5 s (delayed) or 0.5 s (early)
Activity of a dopamine neuron was depressed when reward was delayed and increased at the new time of delayed or precocious reward (familiar trials). Reward delivery is marked by a longer line; the slight jitter reflects the fact that the interval between the lever press (to which the
traces are aligned) and the reward delivery was not controlled with absolute precision (timing varies ± 8 ms). ‘Pictures on’ indicates the various
times of appearance of pictures, as indicated by small vertical line in each raster. In each panel, original trial sequence is from top to bottom.
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Only a few neuronal populations other than dopamine neurons are so far known to process reward information. These
include the dorsal and ventral striatum30–36, subthalamic nucleus 37 , amygdala 38 , dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 39,40 ,
orbitofrontal cortex41 and anterior cingulate cortex42. Some
neurons in these structures are activated during the expectation of rewards and in response to rewards and reward-predicting stimuli. Also, noradrenaline neurons of locus coeruleus
respond to a wide variety of attention-inducing stimuli, including rewards and punishments43–45, and cholinergic neurons of
nucleus basalis are activated by many rewarding and punishing
events46,47. Nevertheless, despite the observation that some of
these activities depend on reward unpredictability36 or behavioral errors39,42, they do not seem to code a reward prediction
error in the way that dopamine neurons do; moreover, noradrenergic and cholinergic neurons differ from dopamine neurons in that rewards are not their strongest stimuli. Thus
dopamine neurons display unique response characteristics,
which can be conceptualized as the coding of temporal-prediction errors according to formal learning algorithms.
Methods
Experiments were performed on two monkeys (Macaca fascicularis),
which were moderately fluid deprived to increase their motivation to
work for juice rewards. In the discrimination task, two color pictures
(13 × 13°) appeared on a computer screen to the left and right of center
(Fig. 1a). The monkey released a key, touched a small lever below one
picture within 1 s and, if it selected the correct picture, received 0.15 ml
of apple juice 1.0 s later. No reward occurred if no response or an incorrect response occurred. Pictures varied randomly between left and right
positions and extinguished upon lever touch. Liquid arrived at the mouth
55 ms after the electronic pulse activated the liquid valve. Trials lasted
4–6 s; inter-trial intervals were 4–6 s. In free-liquid trials, animals received
0.15 ml of apple juice at irregular intervals outside of any specific task.

Animals first learned the discrimination task with fractal pictures as
the familiar stimuli. Initially, animals reacted to a single, rewarded picture
presented ipsilateral to the working hand, then contralaterally and subsequently in random alternation. Finally, the unrewarded picture was
added at gradually increasing sizes until it matched the rewarded picture. After the fractal picture pair was fully learned, animals successively
learned many pairs of novel pictures, similar to previous learning studies48. These pairs of pictures were presented together at equal size, varying randomly between left and right locations. The animal had to learn by
trial and error which was the correct picture in each pair. Each learning
picture was randomly chosen from 65536 possibilities, consisting of one
of 64 yellow, red, green or blue alphanumeric symbols superimposed on
one of 64 simple forms in yellow, red, green or blue (Fig. 1b). Dopamine
neurons were first studied during learning of the discrimination task
using fractal pictures. Subsequently, every dopamine neuron was studied in separate, randomly alternating blocks of trials with the familiar
picture pair, a novel picture pair and free liquid.
As described 15,17,18, activity from single dopamine neurons was
recorded extracellularly during 20–60 minutes in two monkeys using
standard electrophysiological techniques. Dopamine neurons discharged
polyphasic, initially negative or positive impulses with relatively long
durations (1.8–5.5 ms) and low frequencies (2.0–8.5 impulses per s).
Impulses contrasted with those of the non-dopaminergic pars reticulata neurons of substantia nigra (70–90 impulses per s and < 1.1 ms duration) and neighboring fibers (< 0.4 ms duration). Neuronal activity
changes were compared against a 500-ms control period before the first
event in each trial by using a Wilcoxon procedure with a constant time
window of 130–220 ms following liquid reward, comprising 80% of
onset and offset times of statistically significant increases 15,17,18
(p < 0.01). Magnitudes of activation were calculated in the constant time
window for every neuron tested, independent of response significance.
Recording sites of dopamine neurons randomly sampled from groups
308

A8, A9 and A10 were marked with small electrolytic lesions and reconstructed from 40-µm thick, tyrosine hydoxylase-immunoreacted or cresyl violet-stained coronal brain sections. Experimental protocols
conformed to the Swiss Animal Protection Law and were supervised by
the Fribourg Cantonal Veterinary Office.
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